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"Yellow Jack" is a record of the subtlest and yet most dramatic of all conquests . . . the victory of medical science over a disease. The curtain rises on the London Laboratory of Dr. Stackpoole in nineteen twenty-nine and discloses the final step in the long arduous struggle with yellow fever. After showing the victorious outcome, the play traces this valiant war back to Africa, where in nineteen twenty-seven, Dr. Adrian Stokes first discovered and experimented on the Rhesus monkey. From Africa we are taken to the Cuba of nineteen hundred, a land harassed and crippled by the then mysterious malady. Here Major Walter Reed, and his United States Military Commission, despite obstacles, began the research which ended successfully in London so many years later.

But "Yellow Jack" is more than a history of achievement. It is the story of great men of science, their failures and mistakes, their accomplishments and triumphs. It is, moreover, the story of four privates in the American Army, who were forced into the situation by one of fate's queer caprices, and who risked their lives to aid in the discovery of the serum. The play is a vivid tribute to these doctors and soldiers, and it is because of their heroism and fineness, that the Mimes and Mummers take pleasure in presenting "Yellow Jack".
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